THE BEST OF...

Fantasy

Other authors worth mentioning:
Eoin Colfer - Artemis Fowl series
J.K. Rowling - Harry Potter series
Rick Riordan - Percy Jackson series
Angie Sage - Septimus Heap series
Michelle Paver - Chronicles of Ancient Darkness

The Ranger’s Apprentice series by John Flanagan
Rangers are the protectors of the kingdom. They fight the battles before the battles reach the people. And Will has been chosen!

His Dark Materials series by Philip Pullman
A journey through haunted otherworlds meeting witches and armored bears, fallen angels and soul-eating specters.

Keeper of the Lost Cities series by Shannon Messenger
A girl discovers she is an elf and her world turns upside down.

A Skinful of Shadows by Frances Hardinge
Sometimes, when a person dies, their spirit goes looking for somewhere to hide. Some people have space within them, perfect for hiding.

Inheritance series by Christopher Paolini
Set in the fictional world of Alagaësia, the novels focus on the adventures of a teenage boy named Eragon and his dragon, Saphira, as they struggle to overthrow the evil king Galbatorix.

The Land of Neverendings by Kate Saunders
A hilarious book where toys live their own lives and are reunited with their owners when they leave our world.